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The quality issue
oIncreasing numbers of patients with ADHD referred to adult services 
o Increasing demands on service with no increase in capacity 

oThe time taken from diagnosis to reach maintenance dose of 

medication often lengthy

oFinancial costs for NHS Lothian

oDetrimental to patient care



Extract from patient letter (Part 1)
I cannot begin to hide my frustration that I had to wait over one year to be treated by Cambridge 
Day Clinic.

After forty-six years of living knowing that something was just “not right”, and I had issues with 
my mental health. I came to this conclusion as I noticed a pattern in my behaviour that has 
spanned over my whole adult life. That was, no matter how important an appointment was, I 
most always managed to miss it. Or at least be late for one.

After I was referred by my GP to Cambridge Street, I received a questionnaire through the post, 
which I lost. I requested another and only months later, after I completed the second 
questionnaire, I finally handed it in at Cambridge Street.

I got an appointment that was in six months time and the outcome was a diagnosis for ADHD. I 
managed to keep this appointment only by relying on close family to remind me when I was due 
to attend. I went to Cambridge Street and I was diagnosed with ADHD.

I was told I had to wait a further two months before I could start treatment.



Medication titration
oNew patients starting medication need to be seen in clinic every 1-2 

weeks to adjust dose and monitor for side effects

oDoesn’t fit into standard psychiatric outpatient model of 
appointment every 2-3 months

oTrying to fit a square peg into a round hole!



Medication titration process: 
from diagnosis to maintenance dose

Project Aim: to reduce time taken from starting 
medication to reaching stable maintenance dose



Test of change
oPilot of drop-in clinic for ADHD patients starting new medication –

inspired by psychiatry drop in clinic QI project at St Johns hospital

oMedical and nursing staff planned format of clinic

oAdmin staff liaised with colleagues in St Johns about managing 

patients at reception and in Trak

oWeekly clinic run by junior medical staff

oPatients who attended between 10:30 and 11:30 on Thursdays 

guaranteed to be seen that day



Run charts: speed of titration
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Administrative burden
o Previously – Patients often ran out of medication before 

their next appointment and phoned CSH requesting 

further prescription

o Now – All prescriptions provided via drop in – no need 

for phone calls

o Previously – Letter written to GP each time patient 

attended clinic, although no action required from GP

o Now – One letter written to GP when patient on 

maintenance dose and prescribing handed over to GP

Introduction of
drop in clinic



“What if they all come at once?”
oThey didn’t!

oOf 33 patients suitable for drop 
in:
o24 have attended at least once

o1 said drop in didn’t suit – offered 
standard review appointment

o8 have not yet attended
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How long do patients wait to be seen?
oApproximately 50% of weeks, 

only one junior doctor covers 
the clinic (nights/annual 
leave/study leave)

oAffects waiting time for patients 
once they’ve arrived in clinic
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Staff feedback
o Initial reaction from admin when told about drop in clinic pilot 
o “Oh my god no!”

o Same member of staff now 
o “Not so many nippy people on the phone”

o “Finding it quite easy”

oReception staff say patients have never complained about length of wait to be 
seen after they’ve checked in

oConsultant feedback
o “I was impressed with the speed with which my patient was able to cross over and trial two 

different ADHD meds, then titrate down to the best dose for him – all within two months. 
The drop-in model works”



Patient feedback
o “I was satisfied with the service”– all either agreed or strongly agreed with this 

statement

o “What did you like about this style of service?”
o Freedom to drop in, no long waits for appointments, prescriptions, etc

o Flexible, always knew I could be seen without having to book

o “What did you not like about this style of service?”
o No guaranteed time

o Ended up procrastinating and putting off attendance for two weeks



Extract from patient letter (Part 2)
I have been attending the new drop in service that takes place every Thursday from 10:30am. 
This is of benefit for people as I’m sure that many with the ADHD condition miss their 
appointments through no fault of their own.

In my opinion, filling out questionnaires and keeping fixed appointments are difficult processes 
to implement, no matter how important they may be.

The whole process took over a year to complete from my first briefing with my GP to actually 
being given medication at Cambridge Street.

A different approach needs to be taken to reach out to those who need it quicker. The drop-in 
service will help transform individual’s lives, family, friends, learning and career by implementing 
the diagnosis and the dispensary of medication more quickly for people with my condition.

Allowing people quicker access to medication will bring them emotional, social and economic 
benefits. The drop-in service will speed up the process and provide these benefits to those who 
need treatment quicker than the current procedures that are currently in place.



Challenges
oNeeds careful planning by clinical staff to co-ordinate diaries

oHow to manage patients for whom drop in isn't suitable

oNeed to increase capacity – at current rate of referrals, still can’t keep up with 
demand either for diagnosis or medication titrations



Conclusions
o Initial results suggest patients able to get onto maintenance dose of medication 

more quickly

oMore efficient use of medical time, with associated cost savings

oReduced demands on admin staff

oPatients seem to really like it


